agalactiae HRC mobile elements in the assembly against the reference 1 3 7 (NZ_CP010867.1). In order to further explore raw MinION reads, per-read GC content distribution 1 4 0 was first assessed to identify outliers (>3 SD from the mean). conditions to reassess the assemblies. The Illumina data assembly generated 23 contigs (>500 bp) with a N50 of MinION reads did not allow to obtain a fully resolved bacterial genome, mostly because 1 7 7 of a major unresolved structure containing repetitive elements, rRNA operon copies and 1 7 8 tRNAs (Fig 1) , it reduced the number of contigs to less than a half (8 with >500 bp), two other mobile elements detected in previously studies[36] (Fig 1) . In terms of gene Taken together, the small amount of reads provided by MinION (0.04% of total reads 1 8 8 obtained for the bacterial isolate) allowed to increase the N50 of the genome assembly 1 8 9 by 4.9-fold, to cover almost 50% of the bacterial genome in a single contig, and to 1 9 0 improve the annotation of predicted genes in the assembly. with large regions of limited sequence diversity (end to end) that were largely 1 9 5 compatible with artifacts. Just by exploring the GC content of the MinION output, we 1 9 6 detected 27 reads with large deviations (>3 SD from the mean) corresponding to GC 1 9 7 contents below 7.2% or above 77.8%. The reads involved had a mean size of 716 bp, 1 9 8 but were as large as 4.2 kb. However, in order to better identify and characterize the 1 9 9
reads that were most likely artefactual, we used BLAST at 85% identity threshold to 2 0 0 align all reads against the assembled genome. This allowed to identify 68 unaligned 2 0 1 reads with a mean size of 2.0 kb (but as large as 21.6 kb) and a mean Q score of 6.7 (but 2 0 2 as high as 22.9) (Fig 2) . Only three of these unaligned reads (0.25% of total) aligned to 2 0 3 sequences from other species or synthetic constructs according to a BLAST search 2 0 4 (Table S1 ), most probably corresponding to experimental contaminants. Surprisingly, aligned for the GC content (74.2 vs. 42.5%; p= 2.5e -37 ), Q score (6.7 vs. 11.1; p= 2.2e -2 0 8 21 ), and mean read length (2.0 vs. 4.6 kb; p= 1.3e -11 ) (Fig 2) . Strikingly, from the 276 2 0 9 active pores of the run, unaligned reads were obtained from 45, and two pores in 2 1 0 particular experienced a significant accumulation of them (28.9%, p<0.019) (S1 Fig) . Finally, a re-assessment of the hybrid assembly evidenced identical results with or 2 1 2 without excluding unaligned reads, supporting that Unicycler was robust to their 2 1 3 presence in the input. For simplicity, these results are not shown. Here we demonstrate that the use of very low amount of MinION reads 2 1 7 combined with short-read sequencing data has the capacity to increase the continuity of assembly contigs and plasmid isolation without manual intervention, having the 2 1 9 potential to fully resolve bacterial genomes. This was illustrated with the assembly of S. allowing to obtain almost the 50% of the bacterial genome in a single contig. Besides, 2 2 9
we were able to detect and fully reconstruct a plasmid, previously attained only with attributed an insufficient read quality [30] . In this study, MinION generated around 5% 2 3 7 of reads of variable quality that did not map to the target. We found that despite a few of 2 3 8 them had partial identity with bacterial sequences that may indicate minor experimental 2 3 9
contaminations as has been shown by others [15, 46] , most of them consisted in low-2 4 0 complexity sequences from end to end. We demonstrate that a number of them were 2 4 1 generated from specific active pores during our experiment. Based on these evidences, 2 4 2 we speculate that most of these reads are artefacts produced during the sequencing 2 4 3 1 1 process and that they are most likely independent from the basecaller being used. In this 2 4 4 study, we demonstrate that they did not negatively affect the hybrid assembly process in 2 4 5 the conditions assessed. However, their impact in other projected applications (such as 2 4 6
shotgun metagenomics or whole-genome sequencing of eukaryotes) or algorithms other 2 4 7
than Unicycler remain unknown. Solutions to reduce or identify and filter out these 2 4 8
